2001 mitsubishi galant oil

What is the manufacturer-recommended maintenance schedule for a Mitsubishi Galant? Find
maintenance info for your vehicle. Looking for oil change recommendations for your Mitsubishi
Galant? Get the advice you need at Firestone Complete Auto Care! We're experts in more than
tires. Oil and lube services are also our specialties. See mileage and month specifics in the
above table. You may also need an oil change more frequently than Mitsubishi recommends if
you haul heavy loads, drive in dusty terrain, go off-roading a lot, or go long distances at low
speeds. More frequent oil changes generally won't harm your Mitsubishi Galant. In fact, more
frequent oil changes give our technicians more opportunities to catch and alert you to any
issues, like worn brake pads or a weak battery. Mitsubishi has recommendations as to whether
conventional or synthetic oil is the best motor oil for your Galant. You can drive easy knowing
that we strive to do what's best for your vehicle and take into account your driving habits,
climate,. Wondering if we carry the right motor oil for your Mitsubishi? Your Galant engine
deserves the very best, which is why we only stock the best! There are plenty of motor oils on
the market today, so why do we prefer these brands? They are tested and trusted. For instance,
when tested on taxi fleets from coast to coast, Quaker State was shown to provide double the
protection when compared to the industry standard. But don't forget about Shell Rotella for
heavy-duty engines. It's expressly designed for gasoline and diesel engines that need to
overcome the strenuous working conditions, and is uniquely strengthened to deliver increased
wear protection, heightened performance in extreme temperatures, and improved oxidation
resistance. Always refer to Mitsubishi's recommendations before going with a new or different
motor oil for your Mitsubishi Galant. Your local Firestone Complete Auto Care carries some of
the most reliable engine oils for Mitsubishi vehicles. To find out how much a Galant oil change
costs, call ahead. Many stores are open late and on weekends for your convenience. Help your
Mitsubishi Galant run newer, longer with routine oil changes. Schedule your oil change
appointment today. SELECT MILEAGEâ€¦ 3, miles 6, miles 7, miles 9, miles 12, miles 15, miles
18, miles 21, miles 22, miles 24, miles 27, miles 30, miles 33, miles 36, miles 37, miles 39, miles
42, miles 45, miles 48, miles 51, miles 52, miles 54, miles 57, miles 60, miles 63, miles 66, miles
67, miles 69, miles 72, miles 75, miles 78, miles 81, miles 82, miles 84, miles 87, miles 90, miles
93, miles 96, miles 97, miles 99, miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles ,
miles. Motor oil lubricates important engine parts. If your oil reservoir is low or empty, these
components can grind against each other, generate too much heat, and eventually lead to
Mitsubishi Galant engine failure. Can I change my Mitsubishi oil on my own? It requires special
tools and old oil must be disposed of properly. Having your oil changed professionally can not
only reduce the risk of something going wrong during the service, but also with your vehicle
down the road. Why is my Mitsubishi exhaust smoke gray or blue? Your engine could be
burning oil due to a leak. It may be time for a pro to take a look. The leak could be the result of
worn valve seals, damaged piston rings, or damaged cylinder walls. Schedule Oil Change. Close
Panels. Service Bulletin Summary: This bulletin contains obd-ii drive cycle procedures and
warranty claim information for obd-ii drive cycle on affected vehicles. Service Bulletin
Summary: This bulletin summarizes the inside trunk lid latch release kit. Service Bulletin
Summary: This bulletin contains information concerning the elimination of the front license
plate bracket on new mmma produced vehicles destined for states which require no front
license plate. Service Bulletin Summary: Mitsubishi motor sales of america, inc. Has determined
that a certain number of automatic transmission equipped v-6 vehicles may have a defect in the
transmission. Service Bulletin Summary: This bulletin contains repair procedures to correct a
condition where the headliner may sag out of the sunroof trim. Service Bulletin Summary:
Subject regrading fuel return hose concerns. Service Bulletin Summary: Brief information
regarding vehicles with loose dome light. Is voluntarily recall certain vehicles for inspection and
possible replacement of the fuel return hose. Service Bulletin Summary: This advance technical
information notice states that mitsubishi motor sales of america, inc. Service Bulletin Summary:
Customers may complain of a creaking, popping or metallic clanging moise inthe front
suspension. Service Bulletin Summary: Information on trunk lid release kits for confinement
within trunk. Service Bulletin Summary: Information regarding new spark plugs heat range.
Service Bulletin Summary: Tire noise when driving mph. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject
regarding power steering pump replacement. Service Bulletin Summary: Brief information on
vehicles exhibiting musty odor at the door window after a rain or after going through a car
wash. Service Bulletin Summary: Information regarding supplemental restraint system. Service
Bulletin Summary: Subject pertaining to wiring harness corrosion. Service Bulletin Summary:
Subject regarding various chassis electrical concerns resulting in damage or corrosion in the
front chassis wiring harness. Service Bulletin Summary: Tech talk information on
troubleshooting diagnostic trouble code abs solenoid valve circuit. Service Bulletin Summary:
Tech talk supplemental restrint system srs diagnostic trouble code dtc update - srs system dtc

72, 74, 82 or 84 side airbag front seat back circuit. Service Bulletin Summary: Some vehicles
may experience a musty odor in the door window area. This condition is due to trapped
moisture in the door sill contaminating the door belt moulding. New inner and outer beltline
mouldings made of improved material are av nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary:
This bulletin contains instructions for replacing the rear suspension trailing arm bushings to
eliminate squeaking or rubbing noise. Service Bulletin Summary: Brief information on
dynomometer testing. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding diagnostic trouble code dtc
p - evaporative emission control incorrect purge flow troubleshooting. Service Bulletin
Summary: Subject regarding supplemental restraint system srs diagnostic trouble code dtc
update. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding diagnosis and troubleshooting of
diagnostic trouble code p Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding cruise control
troubleshooting - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Information on
troubleshooting diagnostic trouble code p Service Bulletin Summary: On some vehicles, the
horn continues to sound without pressing steering wheel center. Service Bulletin Summary:
Information on service manual revision for the camshaft position sensor output wave pattern.
Service Bulletin Summary: Some vehicles may experience rear wheel bearing noise. Service
Bulletin Summary: Customers may complain of a buzzing mfi relay when the headlights are on
with the ignition switch off. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding dedicated fuse blows
intermittently. Service Bulletin Summary: Information regarding front spring popping noise.
Service Bulletin Summary: Subject on slow fuel fill or premature nozzle shutoff. Service Bulletin
Summary: Subject regarding deletion of air conditioner drain house - service manual revision.
Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding exhaust flex pipe breakage. Service Bulletin
Summary: Subject regarding rke transmitters operating intermittently. Service Bulletin
Summary: Subject regarding front spring popping noise. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject
regarding horn operation. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding corrected descriptions
of tcl solenoid valve. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding dedicated iod fuse blows
intermittently. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding corrected air conditioner magnetic
clutch service procedures. Service Bulletin Summary: Information on a diagnostic trouble code
p set nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary: Customer may complain that the window
glass freezes to moulding. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding diagnostic trouble
code p Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding diagnostic trouble codes p and p for v6
models. Service Bulletin Summary: Information on crankshaft identification marks - service
manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Customer may report various cooling related
issues such as overheating, low radiator coolant level, poor heater performance, a gurgling
sound from the cooling system. This bulletin contains procedures to correct various potential
condition nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding ball joint end play
check procedures - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Vehicle technical
information regarding rear suspension rattle noise. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject
regarding fuel tank differentialpressure sensor - service manual revision. Service Bulletin
Summary: This bulletin revises the tightening torque values for the transmission output shaft
retain bolts and the transmission oil pump mounting bolts. Service Bulletin Summary: Vehicle
technical information regarding rear suspension rattle. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject
regarding squeak, groan, rattle suspension noise - update. Service Bulletin Summary: Bulletin
review for tsb regarding some cooling system concerns due to an incorrectly position coolant
reservoir tank hose. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding powertrain control module
reprogramming for cold engine misfire. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding squeaking
or rubbing noise from rear suspension trailing arms. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject
regarding front brake ringing noise. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject regarding air conditoner
water leakage at evaporator drain tube opening. Service Bulletin Summary: Information on
diagnosing a rattling noise heard from rear suspension of vehicle. Service Bulletin Summary:
Subject regarding squeak, groan, rattle suspension noise heard from rear when driving mph
over speed bumps. Service Bulletin Summary: Service review regarding tsb - fuel tank
differential pressure sensor - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Bulletin
review regarding tsb - revises bolt tightening torque values for transmission output shaft
retainer and transmission oil pump. Service Bulletin Summary: Door hard to open from inside.
Service Bulletin Summary: Clicking noise at instrument panel. Service Bulletin Summary: Clock
spring installation. Mitsubishi motors. Tech talk. Service Bulletin Summary: Heated door mirror
stickers. Mitsubishi motors tech talk. Service Bulletin Summary: Corrected vacuum hose
routing diagrams - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Changes to the trunk lid
lock release cable. Service Bulletin Summary: Air conditioning compressor high-pressure relief
valve parts availability. Including models. Service Bulletin Summary: Vacuum hose routing
diagram label must be changed- service campaign. Service Bulletin Summary: Debris such as

leaves, etc entering the front cowl area may clog the evaporator housing drain tube. If this
occurs, the evaporator housing may fill up with condensation and overflow into the passenger
compartment, and into the blower mot nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary: Debris
such as leaves, etc. If this occurs, the evaporator housing may fill up with condensation and
overflow into the passenger compartment, and into the blower mo nhtsa item number - Service
Bulletin Summary: Intermittent rough idle engine stops. Service Bulletin Summary: Incorrect
powertrain control module pcm software parameters may cause a misfire condition when the
engine is cold, setting diagnostic trouble code dtc p through p in the pcm. Service Bulletin
Summary: Power train module reprogramming for dianostic trouble code p Service Bulletin
Summary: Alternator fr terminal voltage - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary:
Fuel pump operation check - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Cruise control
system checks - service manual revision. Service Bulletin Summary: Reprogramming the pcm
drivability or sensitivity issues can be corrected. Service Bulletin Summary: Mitsubishi: front
passenger door window switch warranty extension. Extending the warranty for the front
passenger door window switch on all affected vehicles to 10 years or , miles, whichever comes
first, from the original in servic nhtsa item number - Summary: Vehicle description: passenger
vehicles. The harness for the crankshaft position sensor could come in contact with a new
protective shield causing a grounded circuit. Conequence: Prolonged wiring harness contact
with the heat shield will cause the wiring insulation to wear and eventually to ground out. This
could cause the engine to die-out, increasing the risk of a crash. Notes: Owner notification is
expected to begin during november Owners who take their vehicles to an authorized dealer on
an agreed upon service date and do not receive the free remedy within a reasonable time should
contact mitsubishi america at Also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's
auto safety hotline at dashdot A number of incorrect driver side seat mounting bolts were
installed into vehicles. Conequence: The rear anchor bolts securing the driver's seat may not
properly secure the seat and could increase the risk of driver injury in an accident. Remedy:
Dealers will inspect the seat mounting bolts and then replace the bolts if necessary. Owner
notification began february 15, Owners who take their vehicles to an authorized dealer on an
agreed upon service date and do not receive the free remedy within a reasonable time should
contact mitsubishi at Notes: Also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's
auto safety hotline at dashdot Summary: Certain passenger vehicles fail to conform to the
requirements of federal motor vehicle safety standard no. Remedy: Mitsubishi caribbean will
mail a customer notification letter containing a written description and a graphic of the
bi-lingual dashboard air bag warning label. In addition, all current nativa owners will also
receive replacement air bag alert labels for the sun visors. This recall is expected to begin
during march or april The notification to the nativa owners is expected to begin during april or
may Owners should contact mitsubishi caribbean at Notes: The manufacturer's petition which
requested that nhtsa determine this fmvss noncompliance does not create an unreasonable risk
to motor vehicle safety was partially denied on january 26, Therefore, this manufacturer is
obligated to conduct an owner notification and remedy campaign. Customers can also contact
the national highway traffic safety administration's auto safety hotline at Summary: Dope, inc. Is
recalling 42, combination corner and bumper lamp assemblies of various part numbers sold for
use as aftermarket equipment for various passenger vehicles. These headlamps fail to conform
to the requirements of federal motor vehicle safety standard no. Remedy: Dope, inc. Will notify
owners and offer a full refund for the noncompliant combination lamps. The safety recall began
on july 28, Owners may contact dope, inc. At Notes: This recall only pertains to aftermarket
replacement equipment and has no relation to any original equipment installed on vehicles
produced by the vehicle manufacturer. In order to determine if your aftermarket lamp assembly
is affected by this noncompliance, please review the list of model numbers provided to us by
dope, inc. The list can be found under "document search" located at the bottom of your screen.
Owners may also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's vehicle safety
hotline at tty The routing of the wiring harness under the right and left side of the rear seat
could allow the harness to contact the body. The wires in each harness control the stop lamp
circuit, back-up lamp circuit, and the turn lamp circuit. Conequence: If any of these wires
become short-circuited, the interior lamps, turn signal lamps, and rear stop lamps could stop
working. This would fail to warn a following driver that the vehicle is turning or braking and
could lead to a crash. Remedy: Dealers will re-route and secure the harnesses and, if necessary,
repair any pre-existing wire insulation damage. The outer layer only of this 3-layer fuel return
hose does not contain the desired ozone protection due to a processing error. Notes: Owner
notification began january 15, Affected Component: Power train:automatic transmission:cooling
unit and lines. Summary: Vehicle description: passenger vehicles equipped with automatic
transmissions. A hose was mis-manufactured and could weaken over time, which could result

in leakage of the automatic transmission fluid. Conequence: Fluid leakage from the cooler
hoses can cause transaxle driveability problems and smoke if the oil contacts the front exhaust
pipe. Remedy: Dealers will replace the hose assembly for the automatic transmission oil cooler.
Owner notification mailing will be phased over a five-month period starting march 26, through
july 23, A bulge in the fuel tank caused by the manufacturing process resulted in thinning of the
material during a welding operation, increasing the risk of fuel leakage. Remedy: Dealers will
replace the fuel tank assembly. Owner notification began march 26, Blog Title: Mitsubishi Galant
2. Product Cross Reference Guide: This product cross reference guide follows
recommendations outlined in your owners manual and also reflects periodic service
recommendation updates from the original equipment manufacturer for this particular model
Mitsubishi Galant with engine code [G] show example This guide will reflect latest
recommendation by the manufacturer for this model. If there are no special instructions from
the manufacturer, the owner can choose to follow either one of the recommendation without
voiding warranty hide example. Optional Equipment Listing This guide lists all available
equipment options such as transmission options, differentials etc. Any one of the
recommended product can be used. Operating Temperature Original equipment manufacturer
OEM sometimes provide different product recommendations based on operating environment
temperature for a given equipment. This product cross reference guide will list such
recommendations based on OEM guidelines. For more information on a lubricants cold
temperature performance; please refer to "Pour Point" from "Technical Properties" table located
at the bottom of each lubricant product page hide. Last Updated This product cross reference
guide for Mitsubishi Galant engine code [G] was last updated on 15th June hide. Reduces
engine knock, improves ignition and engine response, helps fuel burn cleaner and inhibits
corrosion. Recommended for off-road and racing use. Package sizes include: oz. Restores
power and performance. Reduces the need for costly higher Engineered for enthusiasts seeking
maximum protection and performance. Its boosted formulation delivers extra cleaning power,
outstanding wear control, excellent high and low temperature protection and exceptional fue It
delivers percent synthetic engine protection for advanced automotive technology, including
turbochargers and dir This sophisticated formulation pro Its synthetic formulation delivers
better lubricity and reduced friction, resulting in cooler operating temperatures, longer
component life and quieter operation It must contend with extreme heat and the inevitable moi It
provides maximum protection in extreme temper This revolutionary formulation provides
maximum antifre Guaranteed for up to 15, miles or up to 25, miles, depending on application,
when used with AMSOIL synthetic motor oil. Glass enhanced media in WIX oil filters offers
greater efficiency, capturing more 10 to 12 micron sized particles than other cellulose or
synthetic blend medias. Radial air filters are constructed of mesh screen on the inside wall
diameter for element strength and media protection from backfire. Drive axles typically have CV
constant velocity -joints on their ends. The exhaust system includes catalytic converters and
mufflers that help reduce air and noise pollution generated by an engine. Service Bulletin
Summary: Tech talks door odor update. Service Bulletin Summary: Concerns with window door
odor. Service Bulletin Summary: Front seat adjustment. Service Bulletin Summary: Buzz rattle
at rear floor. Service Bulletin Summary: Cold engine misfire. Service Bulletin Summary:
Headlight bulb connectors. Service Bulletin Summary: shift flare. Remedy: Dealers will re-route
the crankshaft position sensor harness. Conequence: This does not meet the requirements of
the standard. Conequence: Decreased lighting visibility may result in a vehicle crash.
Conequence: This hose is considered to be inadequate. Remedy: Dealers will replace the fuel
return hose. Conequence: Fuel leakage in the presence of an ignition source could result in a
fire. Was this page helpful? Comments 1. Post your comments or ask a question. Click star to
rate:. Comment smaller bigger. Post Review. I Need Products for? Sitemap Privacy Policy.
Select your country. Canada Ships from Canada. Prices in CA dollars. Prices in US dollars. WIX
Oil Filter. WIX Air Filter. Description: A circular frame of hard material that may be solid or partly
solid, is capable of turning on an axle, and holds the rubber cushion that contains compressed
air. Description: A substance that lubricates and cools the moving parts of the engine and
reduces corrosion and the formation of rust. Description: Tubes and their connections that
carry brake fluid between the various components in a vehicle's brake system. Description: In a
front-wheel drive vehicle or a rear-wheel drive vehicle with independent rear suspension, the
short axles that connect the driven wheels with the driving force. Description: A cartridge-filled
canister placed in an engine's lubricating system to strain dirt and abrasive materials out of the
oil. Description: A belt that transfers the rotation of the engine through the crankshaft pulley to
drive various devices, such as the alternator, water pump, air conditioning compressor or
power steering pump. Description: Lubricated parts of the steering and suspension systems
that allow relatively friction-free movement. Description: A system of tubing that routes exhaust

gases from the exhaust manifold to the rear of the car and into the air. Description: An emission
control system that prevents raw fuel vapors from entering the atmosphere. Description: Cables
that carry a high-voltage electrical charge from the distributor cap or ignition coils to the spark
plugs. Description: A "toothed" belt that drives an overhead camshaft or camshafts and in some
vehicles a water pump. Description: The nonconductive cap of the distributor that contains the
contacts leading to each individual spark plug. Description: The rotating, nonconductive
component of a distributor that contains contacts and that, when aligned, complete an electrical
circuit between the ignition coil and a spark plug. Description: The assemblage of parts that
stores and delivers fuel for the engine, including the fuel cap, fuel tank, fuel lines and hoses,
fuel pump, fuel filter and fuel injectors or carburetor. Description: Also known as "antifreeze.
Component Description: Equipment. Component Description: Equipment:other:labels.
Component Description: Power train:automatic transmission. Component Description:
Structure:body. Component Description: Interior lighting. Component Description:
Equipment:electrical:air conditioner. Component Description: Suspension. Component
Description: Electrical system:ignition. Component Description: Tires. Component Description:
Steering:hydraulic power assist system. Component Description: Structure:body:door.
Component Description: Seat belts. Component Description: Electrical system. Component
Description: Suspension:rear. Component Description: Power train:automatic
transmission:torque converter. Component Description: Engine and engine cooling:exhaust
system. Component Description: Other. Component Description: Vehicle speed control.
Component Description: Communications:horn assembly. Component Description: Engine and
engine cooling:engine. Component Description: Suspension:multiple axle. Component
Description: Visibility:windshield. Component Description: Electrical system:fuses and circuit
breakers. Component Description: Suspension:front:springs:coil springs. Component
Description: Fuel system, gasoline. Component Description: Suspension:front. Component
Description: Fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel pump. Component Description: Electrical
system:ignition:module. Component Description: Engine and engine cooling:cooling system.
Component Description: Suspension:front:control arm. Component Description: Fuel system,
gasoline:storage:tank assembly. Component Description: Power train:automatic
transmission:control module tcm, pcm. Component Description: Power train:axle assembly.
Component Description: Service brakes, hydraulic:foundation components:disc. Component
Description: Power train. Component Description: Seats. Component Description: Engine and
engine cooling. Component Description: Air bags. Component Description: Engine and engine
cooling:exhaust system:emission control. Component Description: Exterior lighting:headlights.
Component Description: Vehicle speed control:cruise control. Component Description:
Visibility:power window devices and controls. Year s : , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , What is the
manufacturer-recommended maintenance schedule for a Mitsubishi Galant? Find maintenance
info for your vehicle. Looking for oil change recommendations for your Mitsubishi Galant? Get
the advice you need at Firestone Complete Auto Care! We're experts in more than tires. Oil and
lube services are also our specialties. See mileage and month specifics in the above table. You
may also need an oil change more frequently than Mitsubishi recommends if you haul heavy
loads, drive in dusty terrain, go off-roading a lot, or go long distances at low speeds. More
frequent oil changes generally won't harm your Mitsubishi Galant. In fact, more frequent oil
changes give our technicians more opportunities to catch and alert you to any issues, like worn
brake pads or a weak battery. Mitsubishi has recommendations as to whether conventional or
synthetic oil is the best motor oil for your Galant. You can drive easy knowing that we strive to
do what's best for your vehicle and take into account your driving habits, climate,. Wondering if
we carry the right motor oil for your Mitsubishi? Your Galant engine deserves the very best,
which is why we only stock the best! There are plenty of motor oils on the market today, so why
do we prefer these brands? They are tested and trusted. For instance, when tested on taxi fleets
from coast to coast, Quaker State was shown to provide double the protection when compared
to the industry standard. But don't forget about Shell Rotella for heavy-duty engines. It's
expressly designed for gasoline and diesel engines that need to overcome the strenuous
working conditions, and is uniquely strengthened to deliver increased wear protection,
heightened performance in extreme temperatures, and improved oxidation resistance. Always
refer to Mitsubishi's recommendations before going with a new or different motor oil for your
Mitsubishi Galant. Your local Firestone Complete Auto Care carries some of the most reliable
engine oils for Mitsubishi vehicles. To find out how much a Galant oil change costs, call ahead.
Many stores are open late and on weekends for your convenience. Help your Mitsubishi Galant
run newer, longer with routine oil changes. Schedule your oil change appointment today.
SELECT MILEAGEâ€¦ 3, miles 6, miles 7, miles 9, miles 12, miles 15, miles 18, miles 21, miles 22,
miles 24, miles 27, miles 30, miles 33, miles 36, miles 37, miles 39, miles 42, miles 45, miles 48,

miles 51, miles 52, miles 54, miles 57, miles 60, miles 63, miles 66, miles 67, miles 69, miles 72,
miles 75, miles 78, miles 81, miles 82, miles 84, miles 87, miles 90, miles 93, miles 96, miles 97,
miles 99, miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles , miles. Motor oil
lubricates important engine parts. If your oil reservoir is low or empty, these components can
grind against each other, generate too much heat, and eventually lead to Mitsubishi Galant
engine failure. Can I change my Mitsubishi oil on my own? It requires special tools and old oil
must be disposed of properly. Having your oil changed professionally can not only reduce the
risk of something going wrong during the service, but also with your vehicle down the road.
Why is my Mitsubishi exhaust smoke gray or blue? Your engine could be burning oil due to a
leak. It may be time for a pro to take a look. The leak could be the result of worn valve seals,
damaged piston rings, or damaged cylinder walls. Schedule Oil Change. The current Galant
debuted in , and featured V6 power, BMW knock-off styling, and lots of standard equipment to
combat its opponents. It was tailored to appease power-hungry Americans by offering a choice
of two engines: a high-torque four-cylinder or a horsepower V6. Going fast is second nature to
the Galant. The vehicle exhibits a smooth powertrain with a Saab-like thrust of forward
movement the second your foot hits the gas. Its torquey, 2. The 3. Safety features include
available front seat-mounted side airbags, automatic headlight shut-off, a new Lower Anchor
and Tether for Children LATCH system for child seats, and a collapsible steering column. The
ES model comes with a cruise-control memory function, an optional sunroof, and an optional
premium package with adjustable driver's lumbar support and an Infinity sound system. If you
opt for the LS, you'll automatically receive the premium package, standard V6 engine and
traction control. The GTZ model also comes with a V6 engine, color-keyed grille, rear spoiler,
leather trim and black-on-white instrument gauges. These refinements, coupled with the
sport-tuned suspension, make GTZ the high-end Galant for those seeking crisp handling and
the most fun-to-drive ride in the line. It's too bad a manual transmission is not available. Inside,
styling is clean and simple, with appealing interior wood appointments, a thick, leather-wrapped
steering wheel, and functional interior controls. The stereo unit is positioned above the
automatic climate controls for easier driver access and the console-mounted cupholders don't
block any part of the dashboard. Seating in the Galant is comfortable with a good driving
position and excellent visibility. With its balance of styling, performance and standard content,
the Galant is an impressive vehicle and one we would recommend to those in the market for a
fun family sedan. Available styles include ES 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mitsubishi Galant. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi
Galant lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. No manual transmission for V6 models, too much road noise in
the cabin. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
An enjoyable Japanese family sedan that could use additional polish and rear-seat room.
Vehicle overview. Mitsubishi's fourth-generation Galant features some new standard and
optional equipment, like a LATCH system for child seats and traction control and heated mirrors
for cold-weather dwellers who purchase the all-weather package. It now meets LEV standards.
Read more. Write a review See all 81 reviews. Purchased at 37, and still running at , with no
signs of slowing down. Not a very FUN car to drive with the 4 cyl. Gas mileage has been good
too. Will be sad to see her go. I have had the Galant for four years now and it has served as a
reliable car. The only complaint I have is that the fuel economy has gone from about 27 mph to
21 mpg over these years. Not too bad, but wouldn't recommend. I bought this car brand new off
the lot. I didn't have any problems for a very long time; just normal maint. Never replaced
windshield or headlights. The fact that the CD player tells you when it's too hot is an extremely
bad design flaw. Upholstery all the way up to the window? Terrible place to have fabric after 9
years of resting your arm there. Vinyl on my next car, please Read less. Very safe and efficient
car. I love this car, it is very fuel efficient and extremely low maintanence. Recommend it to new
buyers looking for a cheap deal. See all 81 reviews of the Used Mitsubishi Galant. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.

IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Galant. Sign Up. LKQ Online is listing a used transmission in
good, working condition. No photos of the actual transmission are available. A Stock photo has
been used as a general representation. Warranty covers the transmission case, torque
converter included for automatic transmissions only and all internal components. The warranty
does not cover any external wiring, sensors or other external parts that can be transferred from
your current transmission. There is NO core charge for this transmission. To aid in installation,
you get to keep your current transmission and all attached accessories. This is NOT a
manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured
unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be included
if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition
unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the
description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your
responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be
needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL
other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for
any inconvenience it may cause. Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to the vehicle may
involve towing Not Driving to a dealership of same manufacturer in order to be performed. In
certain types of Transmissions the TCM transmission controlling computer is incorporated with
the Valve body which may require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer cases are not
included with transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor, diagnostic,
towing or rental car costs. This will ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may verify with
your local dealer if a re-learn is required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for this service.
Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay your order. Please provide the
business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be applicable. You
must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number. You must also provide our
authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If
not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for
your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of
full payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this type of service
please contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash,
or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax
- U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law.
Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts
are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and
limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do
not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our
listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe
and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. Older model so does not have all of the abilities a newer car
would carry. However, I like the idea that because its older I do not have car payments. My
Mitsubishi Galant has been a reliable car during the years that I have owned it. I had a few
things done on it, but for the most part it has been very reliable, pretty good on gas and I have
no major complaints. It is dependable as long as I keep the oil changed. The seats are
comfortable and the design is good looking. I am the second or third owner and even though it
has , miles it still gets me where I need to be. I have had hardly any issues with my galant. Other
than basic maintenance, I had to replace my alternator. It is very comfortable to drive and
performs like a dream. Would definitely recommend purchasing one. I know I will be looking
into upgrading to a new model when the time comes for me to trade my current vehicle in. This
car is old, has over , miles on it. We have replaced the starter and the ignition went out recently.
That is all the maintenance we have done. The car runs great. It does not look too good
anymore but the engine is still in excellent condition. This car has outlasted every other car we
have had, even a brand new Kia. My husband drives the car everyday and other than the basic
starter or ignition problem, is very reliable. I would definitely purchase another Mitsubishi in the
future. I cannot believe how this car has ran and how low maintenance it is. Definitely the best
beater we have ever purchased. Air and heat work great. I love that everything is within reach of
driver, no stretching or leaning! My car is so reliable and resilient!! I have been in an accident
with it. Had to replace a few parts. But for the most part she can still make the travel of 4 states.
I've had my galant for 10 years and used it a lot on the highways. It still runs great and has been
a very reliable vehicle. It's old so there's quite a few problems, mostly with the air conditioning
and difficulties with the windows. Very reliable and comfortable. Has Bluetooth radio installed.
Transmission and engine are good. Has great pick up speed. Love the look of the body. Seats
are extremely comfortable. Great gas mileage. Cruise control is great. Gas pedal is easy to

press and so is the break. Slight oil leak is about the only problem I have had with car in the six
years I have owned car, other than that I have taken very good care of my car. It rides nice and
everything still works good on car and I would recommend this type vehicle to anyone
interested in buying a car. Oil issues, car keeps turning up with oil leaks always has issues
when it is cold outside. It idles funny and burns through gas more than a car that small should.
Also has a really bad exhaust leak, and sometimes smokes comes through the ac vents. It is an
older car that still runs very well. It is not much to look at but is very reliable. It has a lot of miles
but we keep up on the maintenance and I hope it still runs for several years. This car has a
really good engine made by a great company. It is economical to drive. It was cheap to purchase
used. The motor mounts could have been stronger. I like the size of the car and the familiarity of
it. I also like how quickly it heats up. But it barely runs now and it's terrible. Comfortable driving,
not many repairs, reliable family car, fairly good on gas, look forward to driving it for years to
come. This car is very reliable. I have come across few problems with this vehicle. A must for
any new car buyer. It runs great for it is age. It is very well made. It was very affordable. We
drive it everyday and barely have any problems. Great vehicle overall. No problems whatsoever.
Very fuel efficient. Cheap initial price. Very reliable, it's just old. Runs great. It has nice rims. It's
good on gas and good mileage. It's a good first car and gets me to my places and work. I like its
color and its a comfort car. Needs a paint job but its fine. This is my first car bought with my
own money. I like that its good and cheap on gas. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For
Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest
Rating. Lowest Rating. Alicia T wrote on June 19, Mary W wrote on June 19, Allie H wrote on
May 24, Tara R wrote on July 15, Sarah M wrote on July 15, Erin H wrote on November 22, Timm
G wrote on November 22, Hannah K wrote on November 22, Hayley Y wrote on November 22,
Stephen L wrote on November 22, Taylor S wrote on November 22, Ran G wrote on October 23,
Gary R wrote on October 23, Victoria S wrote on October 23, Emily P wrote on October 23,
Hudson B wrote on October 23, Kimberley J wrote on October 23, Satish R wrote on October 23,
Nathan D wrote on October 23, Jessica S wrote on October 23, Continue to Overview. Autos
helped make these videos. Checking the oil in a Galant is fairly easy and should be done once a
month. Note that most Mitsubishi have an oil pressure gauge next to the speedometer - this
gauge does not tell you what your oil level is, however the video above will show you how
check the oil level in your Mitsubishi Galant. Make sure your engine is cold when you check the
oil in your Galant. Otherwise the dipstick will read slightly low. In addition to checking the oil
level, you also want to look at the condition of the oil when you have the dipstick out. If the oil in
your Galant is dirty or smells like gasoline, you probably need an oil change. If you notice that
the oil level in your Galant is extremely low or empty, fill it up and check it again the next time
you drive. If it is extremely low again, have your mechanic take a look before driving it much
more. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice
from and will likely wear out sooner. Power steering fluid is easy to check and many people
mechanics included often forget about - learn how here. If your brake fluid is a little low, learn
how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the
same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check
transmission fluid level. Harsh downshifts? Slipping gears? You might be low on transmission
fluid. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Check power steering fluid level. Add brake fluid. See
all videos for the Mitsubishi Galant. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. This video shows you how to change
the oil and oil filter in your Mitsubishi Galant. When you change your own oil, you know that you
are putting quality oil in your Galant and that the filter is being changed too. Most importantly,
you get a chance to look around under your Galant for potential trouble spots. This video shows
you the location of your oil drain plug, oil filter, oil fill cap and dipstick in addition to the steps
needed to change the oil and filter in your Galant. For most Mitsubishis, you can wrap an old
belt around the oil filter and unscrew it by hand. If you can't do this, see our parts page to find a
Mitsubishi Galant oil filter wrench. If your Galant is too low to the ground to access your drain
plug and oil filter, be sure to use jack stands and safe jacking procedures before getting under
your Galant. If it isn't printed on the oil cap, check your owners manual for the exact type before

adding new oil. We recommend wearing safety glasses whenever you are working under your
Galant. You never know what could be dripping down from the engine, battery acid, engine
coolant, brake fluid, etc. All of these fluids are extremely harmful to your eyes and skin so it is
important to protect yourself. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the stylin
1998 ford explorer brake light switch
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g and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development
costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over
time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and often. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is
all to common - top yours up today. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out
fog light bulbs. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and
you can replace them with bright LEDs. See all videos for the Mitsubishi Galant. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything

